
Dolphin Babies 

Learning about movement through song and play in the water. Babies/Toddlers will also be working on bubbles, breath 

control, gaining confidence with their underwater submersions, back floats and even independent pushes to an adult. 

Dolphin Pups 

Your swimmer will be in an Orange, Lime Green or Maroon level. With the ages of 2 to 4 years old there are a variety of 

abilities and level of comfort.  

Dolphin Orange  

Swimmers who are new to swimming and not comfortable with putting their face in or swimming independently. This 

class will have a play based learning experience to help swimmers feel comfortable and safe in the water while learning 

about their body’s buoyancy and working on swim skills. 

 

Skills working on: (with assistance) 

-Front float 

-Back float 

-Kicking on front and back in a horizontal position 

-Breath control 

-Bubbles 

-Jumping into the pool 

-Monkey crawl  

 

Dolphin Lime Green  

Swimmers who may be new to swimming or who have received their orange bracelet. Swimmers should be comfortable 

doing the following skills assisted and working towards unassisted, front and back floats, kicks on their bellies and backs, 

blowing bubbles or putting their face in. Swimmers will continue to build on these skills and working on them 

independently.  

Skills working on: (without assistance) 

-Front float 

-Back float 

-Rollovers (front to back and back to front) 

-Kicking on front and back in a horizontal position 

-Breath control 

-Submersions “swims” 

-Jumping into the pool 

-Monkey crawl  



Dolphin Maroon  

Swimmers who have received their Lime Green bracelet can join this class. Swimmers are comfortable in the water with 

their buoyancy and putting their face underwater. Swimmers are going to be working on using their body to move 

through the water with their front crawl. Working on coordination of reaching their arms and kicking their feet. At this 

stage breathing may be independent (rollovers) or assisted (rollovers). Swimmers will also be introduced to backstroke. 

Swimmers should be able to swim 5 + feet with their front crawl or backstroke. 

Skills working on: 

-Front crawl arms and flutter kicks 5+ feet 

-Rolling over to breathe assisted/independent 

-Fundamental backstroke 

-Jumping in and turning around to the wall 

 

Dolphin Sea Green  

Swimmers who have received their Maroon bracelet can join this class. Swimmers are comfortable in the water on their 

front and their back. Swimmers are starting to work on rollover breathing with front crawl assisted or independently. 

Swimmers are also working on arm and leg coordination for their backstroke. Swimmers should be close to swimming 

independently 20 + feet. Swimmers can also be introduced to a third stroke depending on comfortability and 

confidence. 

Skills working on: 

-Front crawl with independent rollover breathing, (introduction to side breathing) 20+ feet 

-Backstroke 20+ feet 

-Introduction to a third stroke, breaststroke or butterfly 

-Jumping in and turning around to the wall independently and without goggles 

-Introduction to treading water 15 + seconds 

Dolphin Purple  

Swimmers who have received their Sea Green bracelet can join this class. Swimmers are confident with their front crawl. 

Their breathing should be independent with rollovers or assisted side breathing. Backstroke will have arm and kick 

coordination and working on shoulder roll with the pull. Swimmers will also be introduced to either breaststroke or 

butterfly and have a basic understanding of how the stroke works. Swimmers should be able to swim independently for 

40 + feet.  

Skills working on: 

-Freestyle with side breathing 40+ feet (swim comfortably down and back at OPP pool) 

-Backstroke 40+ feet (swim comfortably down and back at OPP pool) 

-Third stroke introduction and base understanding swim at least 20+ feet 

-Possibly introduced to a fourth stroke 

-Treading water 30 + seconds  



Dolphin Silver  

Swimmers who have received their purple bracelet can join this class. Swimmers are comfortable and confident in the 

water. Swimmers should be swimming easily without needing assistance from instructor. Swimmers should have 

independent side breathing with front crawl/freestyle, backstroke and their third stroke should be at or near proficient 

status. Introduction to their fourth stroke and have a basic understanding with coordination of the stroke. Swimmers 

should be able to swim independently for 60 + feet. 

Skills working on: 

-Freestyle with side breathing 60+ feet (swim comfortably down and back at OPP pool) 

-Backstroke 60+ feet (swim comfortably down and back at OPP pool) 

-Third stroke have a stronger sense of coordination and movement swim 60 + feet 

-Fourth stroke introduced with a sense of basic movement and swim 40+ feet 

-Treading water 45 + seconds  

 

Stroke Refinement (Blue/Green Swirl, Teal/White Swirl, Grey/Black Swirl)  

Swimmers who have received their silver, blue green swirl, teal white swirl or black and grey swirl can join this class. 

Swimmers are competent and comfortable with all four strokes, freestyle, backstroke, breaststroke, and butterfly. 

Swimmers will gain further knowledge and advance their technique to meet USA Swimming standards. Swimmers will 

also be introduced to open and flip turns, individual medley and stroke drills. Swimmers should be able to swim 

comfortable for at least 60 + feet.  

Additional skills working on: 

-Treading water 60 + seconds 

-Understanding drills 

-Flip and open turns 

-Building endurance and stamina 

-Varying speed with kick and stroke work 


